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A bstract . This paper presents direct and inverse problems of forced nonlinear vibration of 
shallow shell. From that the method of establishment and solution of technical diagnosis for 
shallow shell under the vibrated load is proposed. The diagnosis criterion is the minimum 
of the difference between the square of experimental and theoretical data. The diagnosed 
parameters are the external loads and the reactions arose at the boundaries. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We have many different approaches to solve a t echnical diagnosis problem. One of 
those is employment of experiment determined and theoretical computed frequencies of 
the forced vibration of structure in order to determine the unknown t echnical parameters. 

When solving a technical diagnosis problem of structures, the numerical results of a 
program on structural analysis of the direct problem are often employed. However, to 
the date, t hese numerical results are mostly given for linear problems with small strain 
assumption. Even, the linear problems have many advantages, but do not completely 
model the behavior the structures , especially in the case of dynamic problems. 

In this research direction, in [7] the technical diagnosis problem and its solution for 
shallow shell are presented , but just for the case of free vibration. In this paper , based 
on the direct and inverse problems of forced vibration the authors present the method to 
establish and solve the technical diagnosis problem for shallow shell under the vibrated 
loads . 

The diagnosis criterion is t he minimum of the difference between t he square of exper
imental and theoretical data. The diagnosed parameters are the external loads and the 
reactions arose at the boundaries . 

2. MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

Fig. 1. Shallow shell with rectangular base 
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Considering the forced vibration of shallow shell (cylindrical, spherical) with rectan
gular base, the sizes of ax bx h and with four simply supported edges are shown in Fig. 
l. In order to examine the proposed problem, we adopte herewith the nonlinear forced 
vibrating equation of shallow shell as follows [3]: 

{ 

D 4 2 q 'Y a2w 
h \J W = L(W, </>) + \J k¢ + h - - ot2 , 
1 1 g (2.1) 
E '74¢ = - 2L(W, W) - 'V~W, 
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Eh3 

and D = ( 2 ) is the cylindrical stiffness, µ is the Poisson ratio, E is the elastic 
12 1- µ 

modulus, W is the bending function , ¢is the stress function, 'Y is the weight density, g is the 
gravity acceleration, \74 is the double Laplace operator. The curvatures of the cylindrical 
shell to x and y coordinates are respectively Rx =oo, Ry=R=const. The curvatures of 
the spherical shell to x and y coordinates are respectively Rx = Ry = R=conts. The 
curvatures of the plate are Rx= Ry=oo. q(x, y, t) is the lateral load of the shell or plate. 

Choose the deflection function as double triangle function 

(
n7rx ) (m7ry) W(x, y, t) = J(t) sin ~ sin -b- . (2 .3) 

This solution always satisfies the boundaries condition with four simply supported edges 
in the vibration directions as following 

Wlx=O = Wlx=a = Wly=O = Wly=b = 0, 

&wl &wl &wl &w1· 
8x2 x=O = 8x2 x=a = 8y2 y=O = 8y2 y=b = 0. 

Substituting (2 .3) into the second equation of (2.1), we obtain equation of the stress 
function¢ 

1 1 n 2m27r4 
(, 2n7rx 2m7rY_\ ( n27r2 m 27r2\ n7rx m7rx 

E 'V4¢=2f2(t) a2b2 \os-a- + cos-b-)+f(t) Rya2 + Rxb2) sin-a-sin-b-. 

(2.4) 
The solution of the homogenous differentiation equation (2 .4) contains the homogenous 

solut ion having polynomial form and a trigonometry form particular solution. Supposing 
the boundary loads Px and Py are constant, the </> function can be chosen in the form 

_ y2 x 2 Ef2(t) (m2a2 2n7rx n2b2 2m7ry) 
</> -Px 2 +Py 2 + 32 n2b2 cos a + m2a2 cos b + 

Ef(t) (m2a4b2 
n

2
a

2b4
) . mrx . m7ry 

+ 2( 2 2 2b2)2 R + R sm-sm-b-. 7rma+n y y a 

(2.5) 
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From (2.5) we can calculate the stress components as 
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Choose the load function in the form 

( ) 
r- . n7rx . m7ry ( ) q = q x, y, t = Jo sm - - sm - - cos wt . 

a b 
(2 .7) 

In order to get the vibration spectrum of the structure we need to determine the equation 
of the amplitude function f(t). We adopted herewith the Bubnov - Galerkin method for 
the first equation of (2.1) , namely 

a b 

ff [D 4 2 q ')'oW2
] . n7rx . mKy 

-'V W - L(W,<f>)- 'Vk</> - - + - - - s1n-s1n--dxdy = 0. 
h h g 8t2 a b 

(2 .8) 

0 0 

Performing the integral in (2 .8) we get the differentiation equation under the form 

F(t)=O. (2.9) 

The equation (2 .9) describes the nonlinear vibration of the function f(t) for vibration 
modes of the system. 

2 .1. Rectangular plates 

For the problem of rectangular plates (Rx = Ry =oo ), from (2 .9) we obtain the non-
linear vibration equation for the system under the form 

/'d2f [ 7r4 (m2 n2)
2 

(n7r)2 (m7r)2] - -+ D - -+- + Px - +P - f(t)+ 
g dt2 h b2 a2 a Y b 

En
4 (m4 

n
4

) ! 3 ( ) = Jo cos(wt) 
+ 16 b4 + a4 t h ' 

(2 .10) 

or 
/ + w5f + af3 = F cos wt, (2.11) 

in which 

g [ 7r4 (m2 n2)
2 

(n7r)2 (m7r)2] w5 = :y Dh l}2 + a2 + Px ~ +Py b ; 

a = E7r4 2._ (m4 + n4) ; F = gfo. 
16 /' b4 a4 1h 

(2 .12) 
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In order to obtain the solution of equation (2 .11) we apply herewith the iterative 
method. For the first approximation we assume 

Ji ( t) = A cos( wt) , (2.13) 

in which A is the unknown constant. Substituting (2 .13) into (2 .12), we get differentiation 
equation for the second approximation 

f2 = - Aw5 cos( wt) - A3a cos3 (wt) + F cos( wt) , (2 .14) 

or 

j~ = - ( Aw5 + ~A3a - F) cos(wt) - ~A3acos(3wt) . (2 .15) 

Integrating equation (2 .15) with the initial condition equals to 0, we get the second 
approximation solution which is cyclic vibration 

1 ( 3 ) A
3
a h(t) = w2 Aw6 + 4A 3o: - F cos(wt) + 

36
w2 cos(3wt). (2 .16) 

Since the solution !1 (t) from equation (2.13) and h(t) from equation (2.16) are ap
proximations of (2.11), so that we have 

1 ( 2 3 3 ) A = w2 Aw0 + 4' A a - F , (2.17) 

so 
2 2 3 2 F 

w = w0 + 4 A a - A, (2.18) 

or 

2 _gE [ 7r4h2 (n2 m2)2] 7r29 (Pxn2 Pym2) 
w - - -+ - +- --+-- + 

"( 12(1 - µ 2) a 2 b2 "( a 2 b2 

+ l_ 7r4gE (n4 + + m4) A2 - gfo. 
64 'Y a4 b4 "(Ah 

(2 .19) 

When a =O, from (2.18) we obtain the well known formula of the linear vibration 
t heory (Fig. 2.a) 
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Fig . 2. R espone curves of equation (2 .11) 
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(2.20) 
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For the case of nonlinear vibration (a: /: 0) , the frequency w is a function of the 
vibration amplitude A, nonlinear coefficient ex and the amplitude of the external loads F 
(Fig. 2.b). 

2.2. Shallow shell 

In order to determine the frequency w of the system, we can write the system vibration 
under the form 

f(t) = A cos wt. 

From the differentiation equation (2.9), using the Bubnov - Galerkin method 

271" 

j wF(t) cos(wt)dt = 0. 

0 

(2.21) 

(2 .22) 

Substituting f(t) from (2.21) in to (2 .22) , after performing the integral over a period 
of vibration, we get the formula expressing the relationship between the frequency w and 
ampli tude of the forced vibration A of t he cylindrical, shallow shells as: 

I 2 (~+~)21 2 gE 7r4h2 (n2 m2) b2Rx a2Ry 

Wm,n ~--::;- 12(1 - µ2) a' + /ii" + ( :: + :;') 2 + 
(2.23) 

+ 7r2
g (Pxn

2 + Pym
2

) + 2_ 7r4
gE (n4 + m4) A2 _ gfo . 

'Y a 2 b2 64 'Y a 4 b4 1Ah 

The obtained expression (2.23) is an extension of (2.19) . To this point, we can under
stand the meaning of each term on the right hand side of (2.19) or (2.23) : 

- The first term is the natural frequency of the linear problem of the rectangular plates 
with four simply supported edges. 

- The summation of the first two terms is solution of the considering problem for the 
case of small deformation and strain. 

- The third term is corresponding to the effect of axial force uniformly distributed on 
the boundaries. 

- The fourth term is expressing the effect of nonlinear part to the natural frequency 
of the system. 

- The last term describes the effect of the ratio between amplitude of the external force 
and amplitude of the forced vibration. 

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF INVERSE - TECHNICAL DIAGNOSIS 
PROBLEM 

Based on the result of the above proposed problem on vibration of plates and shell 
(expression (2.23)), the inverse - technical diagnosis problem to assess the behavior of the 
shell when knowing the natural frequencies is established this section. 

Considering a cylindrical or spherical shell with rectangular base under compressive 
loads Px , Py and q(x, t) having the form (2.7) on the boundaries. Assuming that some 
natural frequencies of the shell have been measured, our problem is that how to determine 
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the unknown external loads Px, Py and t he amplitude of the external load from the known 
natural frequencies wi, w2, ... , w:n of the shell. 

The minimum of difference between the square of the measured frequencies w* = 

{wi , w2, .. , w:n} and computed frequencies w = {w1, w2, .. , wm} according to (2.23) is chosen 
as the criterion for evaluating the diagnosis parameters. 

m 

F(Jo, Px , Py)= llw - w*ll = L lwi - w;1 2
--> min. (3.1) 

i=l 

The technical diagnosis problem of the unknown parameters {f o, Px, Py} of the shell 
deduces to the problem of minimizing of the difference function (3.1) with the constrains 

{ 
J(Jo, Px, Py) --> min (3.2) 

Jo 2:'. O; Px :S O; Py :S 0. 

To solve this problem, we can employ the function LSQLIN in Optimization Toolbox 
of MatLab [1] with command 

[x, resnorm, residual ,exitflag,output, lambda] = 
lsqlin(C,Tsodo, []. [ ], []. []. lb, ub, xO, options, varargin) 

in which 
- Tsodo is vector of measured frequencies. 
- C is vector of coefficient of parameters Jo, Px, Py in (2.23) . 
- lb =[0 - Inf - Inf J and ub=[Inf 0 OJ are upper and lower bounds of parameters 

Jo , Px, Py . 
The input parameters are the measured frequencies of the shell w* = { wi , w2, ... , w:n} , 

and the results are the diagnosis parameters {Jo, Px, Py} 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Considering a shallow shell in Fig. 1, which made of concrete with the geometry 
and material data: 1= 2500 kg/ m3

; µ= 0.3; E= 2.65x 103tit kN/cm2
; a= 4 m; b= 6 

m; Rx = Ry=l2 m; h= 12 cm; g= 10 m/s2
. The shell is under axial forces Px= -1 

kN/cm2 , Py= -2 kN/cm2 uniformly distributed along the boundaries, respectively in x 
and y directions. The shell is also supposed to be excited by a force with amplitude 
Jo=O.l kN/cm2

. 

The diagnosis results for the axial forces Px , Py and amplitude of external force Jo are 
given in the columns 2 - 5 of the below Table 1 

Table 1. The deagnosis results of example 

Number of The diagnosis results for the axial forces Px, Py and amplitude of 
frequencies external force Jo (kN/cm2

) 

measured Error 0% Error 2% Error 5% Error 7% 
-1.000 -1.159 -1.215 -1.359 

3 -2.000 -2.107 -2.219 -1.803 
0.100 0.095 0.087 0.080 
-1.185 -1.207 -0.883 -1.309 

2 -1.907 -1.956 -1.831 -2.698 
0.119 0.088 0.078 0.069 

" 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

From the above table, we see: 
a . The method considering a combination between the direct and inverse problems of 

nonlinear vibration is effective one in the technical diagnosis problem of structure. The 
method is not only enough in determining the required parameters, but in agreement 
between the measured data and model parameters. 

b. The analytical solution shows the relation between the parameters (known and 
unknown) of the technical diagnosis problem, that are loading, geometry, material and 
the parameters represented for vibration such as frequency, amplitude. 

c. By using the nonlinear optimization methods for solving the technical diagnosis 
problem, we can obtain the accurate and stable results. 

- The computed results show the high accuracy and stability of the solution. The 
introduction of the inequilibrium constraints lead to results with physical and mechanical 
meaning. 

- The number of measured frequencies used in diagnosis are not necessary greater or 
equals to the number of parameters required to determine. However, the more number 
of frequencies is measured the more accurate diagnosis result is. It is also a remarkable 
feature of the dynamic testing methods. 

d. The obtained results allow us to reevaluate the stress and strain state in plates and 
shells, from that we can evaluate the remaining capability of these structures. 
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DAO DQNG PHI TUYEN cu6'NG BUC GOA vo THOAI vA UNG 
,., ,, - .... 

DlJNG TRONG CHAN DOAN KY THU~T 
Bao cao trlnh bay bai toan thu~n va nguqc ve dao d(mg phi tuyen cucmg buc cua VO 

thoai . Tl.r d6 neu each thanh l~p va giai bai toan chan doan ky thu~t cho ket cau VO thoai 
c11!u tac di.mg cua tai tr9ng gay dao d¢mg. Tieu chuan chan doan Ia tclng blnh phuang sai 
l~ch gifra ket qua thi.rc nghi~m va ly thuyet phai la be nhat. D~i luqng duqc chan doan 
Ia tai tr9ng tac di.mg Ien ket cau va cac phan Ii.re phat sinh t~i lien ket bien . . 




